. Stabilisation of microtubule dynamics and intensity normalisation. (A) Taxol treatment redistributes EB3 to the cytosol. Left to right: mCherry-CENP-A red channel, EB3-eGFP green channel, and merged. Top: Control cell treated with DMSO. Bottom: Cell treated with taxol. The intensity scale is identical in top and bottom panels for each channel. (B) Boxplot of maximum intensity (rescaled per cell such that spindle mean is 1) in semi-circular masks at several locations in the cytoplasm, spindle and at the kinetochore (KT) for DMSO treated cells (n DMSO spindle =26, n DMSO KT =805; 5 cells). Frame size is 3.5 x 3.5 μm and frame time-step is 2s. Movie is centred on kinetochore using tracking data. Table S1 . Kinetochore tracking statistics. Runs and bursts were located as described in Methods. 1 Tracks with AP or P bursts are not mutually exclusive since a track may have bursts in both P and AP runs. Bias to AP (as in Fig. 6C) 12.0% 3.9% 17.1% 11.6% 4.3% 15.4%
Wildtype
Intrinsic bias to AP (as in Fig. 6D) 6.5% 0.9% 12.6% 7.0% 2.8% 11.1% Table S4 . Confirmation of MCAK depletion and KIF18A depletion phenotypes by independent siRNA. The alternate siRNAs are detailed in the Methods section of the main text.
